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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 3439 5.3 1.3 8 66.4 100
2 3438 2.7 0.6 3 89.7 99.9
3 3438 2.5 0.9 3 84 99.9
4 3438 5.6 1.6 9 61.8 99.9
5 3434 4 2 9 44.6 99.8
6 3436 5.6 2.5 12 46.6 99.9
7 3438 4.2 1.5 8 52.7 99.9
8 3438 7.2 2 12 59.7 99.9
9 3405 3.1 1.3 6 52.3 99

10 3398 4.2 2 10 42.4 98.8
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Examiner
only

(b) Discuss how Samantha’s mother could have prepared her for the arrival of the new 
baby. [5]

© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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1

Sticky Note
The only part of the answer that is relevant. The question asked how the mother could prepare Samantha for the arrival of the new baby, the remainder of the answer refers to after the baby is born and therefore cannot be awarded any marks.





3

Sticky Note
Three relevant points identified and briefly explained. To achieve higher marks the candidate would need to discuss a few more points.





4

Sticky Note
The candidate has provided a few relevant points with some explanations but the last part of the answer is not relevant as it refers to after the baby is born not before as asked for in the question.



(4291-01) Turn over.

9
Examiner

only
8. 

 (b) Identify the social and emotional skills gained from meeting and mixing with others. [4]

© WJEC CBAC Ltd.
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(4291-01)

Examiner
only

 (c) Discipline or the lack of it can affect the ways in which children behave. Suggest appropriate 
ways in which parents/carers can effectively discipline their child. [6]
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Sticky Note
The candidate has identified and discussed several relevant points covering both social and emotional skills that may be gained when children mix with others. Detailed answer which was awarded full marks.



2

Sticky Note
The candidate has been awarded only 2 marks as there is a limited response to this question. Two suitable ways have been given with a brief explanation, the last paragraph is repetitive as it refers again to the removal of something from the child - not seeing friends. Plus canceling playgroup or nursery would not be seen as appropriate.







3

Sticky Note
The candidate in this paragraph has identified sharing and caring but has not developed the answer fully to be awarded full marks.

Sticky Note
This paragraph identifies a social skill of interacting with children which has been briefly developed.



3

Sticky Note
Two ways have been explained, a third identified but not fully developed. The response has been awarded 3 marks; to achieve higher marks more ways of effectively disciplining a child would need to be discussed.

Sticky Note
Another effective way that has been explained.

Sticky Note
Well explained response for effectively disciplining a child. 

Sticky Note
Method identified but not developed enough.







4

Sticky Note
Answer has been awarded full marks because the candidate has identified several points that have been developed. Both social and emotional skills have been considered.



4

Sticky Note
The candidate has identified several ways of disciplining a child which have been developed to provide an explanation. For full marks more ways would need to be considered.



(4291-01) Turn over.

13
Examiner

only
10. Either,

 (a) Children of all ages can enjoy and have fun with music.
  Discuss how experiencing musical activities can help a child’s development. [10]

 Or,

 (b) Language development begins from birth.
  Discuss ways in which parents/carers could encourage their child’s language development.
   [10]
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Sticky Note
Physical developed explained with an example and reason.

Sticky Note
Discussion on improving social development, example provided with an explanation.



Sticky Note
Further discussion of physical development.

Sticky Note
Intellectual development discussed with some examples.

Sticky Note
Emotional developed considered.

Sticky Note
The candidate has discussed the four areas of development, provided examples with some explanations of how the activities encouraged development. Answer was reasonably balanced with good use of specialist vocabulary.







7

Sticky Note
Detailed explanation of how music is helpful for developing the child's intellectual skills. Good examples provided.

Sticky Note
Discussion on how music helps physical development. G



Sticky Note
Answer covers four areas of development and is reasonably balanced but on a few occasions there is a little misunderstanding of some of the concepts thus limiting the marks to be awarded to top of the middle mark band.

Sticky Note
Discussion on how social skills can be developed through music.

Sticky Note
More information on physical development.

Sticky Note
Emotional development considered in this paragraph.







7

Sticky Note
Discussion on intellectual development but to achieve higher marks further explantion required.

Sticky Note
Brief discussion of how music helps with physical development but concentrates on gross motor skills, no reference to fine motor skills, co-ordination or spatial awareness.



Sticky Note
Four areas of development considered but answer lacks detailed explanations in some areas.  

Sticky Note
Social development considered.

Sticky Note
Reasonable points explained for emotional development.









10

Sticky Note
This response has been awarded full marks as the candidate has discussed a range of activities that could be used to encourage language development. The explanations given show evidence of good understanding and application of knowledge. The answer is well written and balanced with a good use of specialist vocabulary.









4

Sticky Note
Some appropriate activities identified but the answer lacks detail and reasoned explanations. More methods would also need to be discussed to achieve higher marks.

Sticky Note
Whilst appropriate children's television programmes could be watched, the candidate in this response has not clearly discussed how it can be used to promote language skills, answer is a little confused.

Sticky Note
This point could have been developed to give reasons why this is important.

Sticky Note
Suitable way of encouraging language but reason is not relevant to language development.









7

Sticky Note
A selection of appropriate ways of to encourage language development have been identified with some discussion. To be awarded higher marks the response should be more balanced to include activities/games that could be used, meeting other people, pre-school etc.
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Q.7 (b) Award 0 – 2 marks 
 Candidates identify some points but little attempt to qualify, answer may 


resemble a list. 
 
 Award 3 – 4 marks 
 A planned and structured answer, many points identified and qualified. 
 
 Award 5 marks 
 A planned, balanced and well-structured answer, many points identified 


with detailed discussion qualifying points.  Must refer to before baby is 
born. 


 
 Likely answers may include: 
 


  Decorating/planning sleeping area/letting them help choose 
colours/decorations etc. 


  Involve with buying of baby equipment/baby cloths/layette allowing 
them to look and make choices/if make choices less likely to feel 
jealous 


  Answer questions so that the child understands/not frightened 


  Discuss names so that the child feels part of process 


  Look at other babies and their needs/explain needs of a baby/how it 
will be fed/cared for etc./understanding of a baby’s needs/how could 
help 


 Take child to clinic not shut out/isolate child 


 Show scan pictures to start to understand real person 


 Involve child with choice of passing down clothes/equipment if make 
choices less likely to feel jealous 


 Look at children’s books/TV programmes/videos/CD about babies 


 Help children cope with a new sibling/talk through scenarios 


 Explain why a baby cries so not frightened or anxious for baby 


 Preparing a child about what happens when mother goes into 
labour/hospital so knows that mother has not abandoned the 
child/knows what will happen to them/knows/likes/is comfortable with 
whoever looks after them when mother goes into hospital 


 Consistent handling/routine of older child/security 


 Let child feel baby kick to realise it is a real person/talking point with 
friends 


 Allow child to buy a present for new baby 


 Make child feel important/thinking of others/tell child they are still 
loved/reassurance/knows is wanted/valued 


 Role play/play with dolls/buy a doll/act out fears/worries/child feels 
like a mum 
 


 Do not accept helping after baby born e.g. bathing etc. 
 


 
[5] 
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(b) Award 1 mark each for four valid points or 4 marks for full response 
covering at least two developed responses.  No marks for negative points 
but can be rewarded marks if a positive statement e.g. less angry if ….. 


All positive responses: 


 Develops confidence/less shy


 Make friends


 Learn how to share/take turns


 Learn how to respect/value others


 Become independent


 Learn to communicate


 Improve social/emotional skills/manners/please and thank you


 Mix with variety of ages/play together/play cooperatively/fairly/teamwork


[4] 


(c) Award 0 – 2 marks 
Candidates identify some points but little attempt to qualify, answer may 
resemble a list.  Little or no use of specialist vocabulary. 


Award 3 – 4 marks 
A planned and structured answer, many points identified and qualified. 
Some specialist language used with few errors. 


Award 5 – 6 marks 
A planned, balanced and well-structured answer using specialist language. 
Many points identified with detailed discussion qualifying points.  


Likely answers may include: 


 Set a good example – children learn by copying what others do and copy
good and bad behaviour


 Praise good behaviour – children learn what is acceptable, like to please
parents.  Rewarding good behaviour by a hug, a smile, or by showing
interest in what the child does, is more effective than by criticising bad
behaviour


 Star/reward charts


 Ignore bad behaviour where possible/tantrums ignored – children often
use this to get attention


[6] 


8
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Q.8  (c) (cont.) 


 Mean what they say – a child will learn quickly when ‘No’ means ‘No’.  If 
parents do not mean what they say, then the child will be confused about 
limits allowed.  This can make the child feel insecure 


 Discipline needs to be consistent/discipline each time unacceptable 
behaviour occurs – have clear rules, if not children will become confused 
and not learn what is right or wrong 


 Have realistic sanction/boundaries – so that discipline is fair/in proportion 
to action and appropriate for age/stage of development so that the child 
can understand what is acceptable.  A child needs time to learn, and if 
parents expect too much too soon it will only make them all unhappy 


 Use time out/naughty step – gives child time to calm down and child 
learns what is acceptable 


 Take away privileges/learns that actions are not acceptable 


 Deal with the problem immediately – children will not be able to 
remember what they did so child understands/learns what is acceptable 


 Avoid confrontation/stay calm – losing temper will make situation worse, 
use eye contact/facial expression/say ‘no’ firmly this will often stop a 
child before the situation gets out of hand.  Be prepared to say sorry – all 
parents are at times short-tempered and unreasonable.  If the parents 
can say sorry afterwards, it helps the child learn to say sorry 
 


 
Q.9 Award 0 – 2 marks 
 Candidates identify some points but little attempt to qualify, answer may resemble 


a list.  Little or no use of specialist vocabulary. 
 


 Award 3 – 4 marks 
 A restricted number of points addressed with some comparison between positive 


and negative points of delivery place clearly expressed.  Some specialist 
language used with few errors. 


 


 Award 5 – 6 marks 
 A planned, balanced and well-structured answer, many points identified with 


detailed discussion evaluating positive and negative points of delivery place.  
Specialist language used and largely error free. 


 


 Likely answers may include: 
 


 Home Birth 
 


 Advantages: 


 Comfort of own bed, feel more relaxed, familiar surroundings, more 
comfortable 


 Other family members, e.g. dad, siblings can be present, hold baby, enjoy the 
experience 


 Family members can be involved, do chores, look after the baby, good for 
family relationships 


 Familiar midwife, reassuring for mother, can discuss her preferences, midwife 
prepared for birth 


 Visitors can come at any time, no restrictions, mother can decide when she 
wants to see them 
 


 
[6] 
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Q.10 (a) Award 0 – 4 marks 
 Discussion reflects limited knowledge and understanding.  Possible 


suggestions of appropriate activities with limited understanding of how 
music can encourage some aspects of play and development.  Poor 
communication skills with little or no use of specialist vocabulary. 


 
 Award 5 – 7 marks 
 Discussion reflects some knowledge and understanding.  Able to 


suggest some appropriate activities with some understanding of how 
music can encourage play and development, but lacking in detail.  
Writing is structured to communicate meaning clearly with evidence of 
correct use of specialist vocabulary. 


 
 Award 8 – 10 marks 
 Discussion displays understanding and application of knowledge.  Able 


to suggest age appropriate activities with a goods understanding of how 
music can encourage play and all four areas of development for 
maximum marks.  Well balanced answer that is well structured, clearly 
expressed, largely error free with specialist vocabulary used 
appropriately. 


 
Award a maximum of 4 marks for a bulleted list 


 
  Likely answers may include: 
 
  Ideal for music based activities 


 Singing nursery rhymes/finder and action rhymes 


 Musical activity centres 


 Clapping hands to music 


 Rattles 


 Musical statues/bumps/chairs 


 Dancing to music 


 Making simple musical instruments 


 Karaoke 


 Listening to music 


 Different containers filled with water 


 Buying musical/interactive toys 


 Role play activities 


 Playing with pans/wooden spoons 


 Dancing lessons 


 Using interactive CD-ROMs 
 


 
[10] 
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Q.10 (a)(cont.)Area of learning and development – dependent on activity 
 
 Intellectual – concepts 
 
 Music and movement help to develop 


 Creativity through moving to different sounds and rhythms 


 The imagination 


 Memory and concentration skills 


 Listening skills 
 


Making music can encourage children to: 


 Explore and experiment 


 Develop numeracy skills 
 
Intellectual – language 


 Improves and increases vocabulary 


 Develops knowledge of comparative language 


 Develops non-verbal communication 


 Develops voice tone, range and delivery 


 Encourages communication through facial expression and body 
movement 


 
 Physical 
 
 Action songs and dance develop 


 Gross motor skills 


 Balance 


 Coordination 


 Spatial awareness 
 
Using keyboards and instruments develops 


 Fine motor skills 


 Hand-eye co-ordination 
 
Music and movement develop the senses especially 


 Hearing  


 Touch 
 
Music and movement improve 


 Breathing  


 Muscle tone 


 Singing and speaking rhythmically exercises the vocal chords 
 


Emotional 
 


 Music and movement encourage children to 


 Express and share emotions, thoughts and feelings 


 Can be relaxing 


 Increase confidence and self-esteem 
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Q.10 (a)(cont.) Social 
 
 When working together with other children music and dance can 


encourage 


 Taking turns  


 Sharing 


 Consideration for others 


 Music and movement from other countries and cultures can help 
develop understanding and respect for others 


 
 Other areas 
 


 Equal opportunities – knowing about music and instruments from 
other cultures 


 Vibrating instruments can assist with the development of children 
with hearing difficulties 


 Music can help to calm children with special needs who respond 
well to it 


 


 


 
 (b) Award 0 – 4 marks 
 Discussion reflects limited knowledge and understanding.  Possible 


suggestions of appropriate activities with limited understanding of how 
parents/carers can encourage language development.  Poor 
communication skills with little or no use of specialist vocabulary. 


 
 Award 5 – 7 marks 
 Discussion reflects some knowledge and understanding.  Able to suggest 


some appropriate activities with some understanding of how parent/carers 
can encourage language development, but lacking in detail.  Writing is 
structured to communicate meaning clearly with evidence of correct use of 
specialist vocabulary. 


 
 Award 8 – 10 marks 
 Discussion displays understanding and application of knowledge.  Able to 


suggest age appropriate activities with a goods understanding of how 
parents/carers can encourage language development.  Well balanced 
answer that is well structured, clearly expressed, largely error free with 
specialist vocabulary used appropriately. 


 
Award a maximum of 4 marks for a bulleted list 


 
  Likely answers may include: 
 
  How parents/carers could encourage their child’s language 


development 


 All children need to be talked to/talk to child/involve/engage 


 Valuing the child’s contribution 


 Always allow child time to speak and organise their thoughts in their 
head/listening/being patient 


 Praise when tries/praised and encouraged 
 


 
[10] 
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Q.10  (b)(cont.)  Children need to be given the chance to practice their skills, they 


need to be allowed to make mistakes and not be laughed at 


 Do not speak for a child or try to finish their sentence 


 Encourage conversation by using ‘open’ questions 


 Answering/asking child’s questions 


 Speak to child using different intonation 


 Speaking clearly and slowing to a child 


 Use daily jobs such as preparing food as opportunity to talk to 
child and ask questions/explaining what things are/how used 


 Pointing out/naming objects both in and out of the house/different 
colours/shapes 


  Ensure plenty individual adult attention 


 Provide variety of settings to stimulate conversations and 
questions – taking out zoo/seaside/shopping/park/activities, e.g. 
swimming/outings 


 Read to the child/encouraging the use of books – books aid 
discussion, language development 


 Following the words in the book/explaining new words/pointing to 
pictures/letters/words 


 Providing different types of books/listening to story tapes/CDs/ 
activity/pop-up books, etc. 


 Taking to pre-school groups/mixing with own peer group – 
opportunity to meet with other children/conversation/increases 
vocabulary 


 Playing games with the child/board games/card games/match up 
games/role play, etc. 


 Singing songs/nursery rhymes 


 Boosts confidence/self-esteem/encourages the child to be part of 
conversations 


 Using correct vocabulary/sentence development 


 Education/children’s TV – discuss programmes/videos/DVDs/ 
computer programmes – discuss what seen/heard 
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